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BASIC DETAILS 

  

Built  1501-2, abandoned by 1700. 

Converted into a house in 1855. 

 

Listed    Grade I   

  

Acquired by    
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Let for first holiday   1990 

 

Repaired    1992-1993 

   

Architect Peter Bird of Caroe & Martin  

 

Builders Exeter Cathedral Stonemasons; St 

Cuthbert’s Builders.   
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Kingswear Castle was built to protect the mouth of the River Dart. 
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Summary 
 

The building of Kingswear Castle was completed in 1502 during the reign 

of Henry VII, having probably been begun in earnest only the previous 

year. It is thus slightly later than Dartmouth Castle, which was begun in 

1481 and completed by 1495. The two castles are very similar in design, 

however, and formed part of a single defensive plan for the river mouth; 

together they share the distinction of being the earliest fortifications in 

Britain to be designed specifically for heavy artillery, incorporating as they 

do a gun platform on the ground floor.  

 

Fifty years after it was completed Kingswear was redundant. This was 

due mainly to advances in military engineering, which had produced guns 

powerful enough to cover the whole width of the river from Dartmouth 

Castle alone. Kingswear must always have been difficult to maintain, too, 

being more exposed to the weather – in a gale, the sea crashes around 

and even over the building. It is hardly surprising to find, therefore, that 

after the end of the 16th century Kingswear was only manned in times of 

emergency, such as the Civil War. 

 

According to a survey carried out in 1661, the main gun platform had by 

then been moved to the top of the castle. Responsibility for maintenance 

had by then transferred from the Corporation of Dartmouth to a Governor 

appointed by the Crown. The survey recommended certain improvements 

and repairs, and some of these were apparently carried out: another 

survey in 1717, although declaring the castle ruinous and useless, lists 

two 9-pounders among the guns surviving there, which are unlikely to 

date from before the late 17th century. Two guns of this size have 

recently been seen on the sea bed below the castle. 

 

Kingswear stood in a ruinous state for the next 130 years. Then, in 1855, 

it was acquired by Charles Seale Hayne, a wealthy 22-year-old bachelor, 

who repaired it and transformed it into a summer residence. To carry out 

the work, which included the addition of the round tower, he employed 

Thomas Lidstone, a builder from Dartmouth. The castle has remained a 

private residence since then, with a brief return to military use during the 

Second World War, when it was occupied by the Marines. The concrete 

blockhouse was built at this time. It was bought by the Landmark Trust in 

1987. Its restoration was completed in 1990. 
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A tour of the building 

 

The approach 

The original access to the castle was probably by a path running above 

the shore from Kingswear village, or alternatively by boat from Dartmouth 

to a landing place just upriver. When Seale Hayne restored the castle in 

1855 he made a drive down from what was then a turnpike road higher 

up the hill. An intricate system of paths were constructed which – either 

skirting the round tower or crossing a ramshackle wooden bridge from the 

garden – converged at the castle itself. These paths subsequently became 

overgrown and in 1990 a new, single approach was formed. 

 

The setting of the castle was radically altered in January 1990, when 

gales did terrible damage to the surrounding woods of maritime pine, 

planted by Seale Hayne. Having been a secret and hidden place, scarcely 

visible from the land until you stood on the bank above, looking 

unexpectedly at its parapet, it is now exposed to view from all directions.   

 

The exterior 

The castle when built in 1501-2 consisted of a single tower or 

blockhouse, roughly square in plan. The walls were five feet thick at the 

base, narrowing to three feet at the top of the building, giving a slight 

external slope, or batter. It had three main storeys with an open roof 

platform and, on the north side, a taller projecting turret containing a 

newel stair. The tower is planted directly on the bedrock, which was 

levelled to accommodate it.  

 

The shaley coastal stone of which the castle is built probably came from 

within a few hundred yards, as did any stone needed for repairs between 

1988 and 1990. The walls were then given a shelter coat of a very thin 

lime plaster, coloured greyish-white from the sand, traces of which 

remain. Much of the original lime mortar also survives in sound condition; 
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repairs to pointing in the same material help to give the tower something 

of the pale colouring that it would have had when built. For dressings to 

doors, parapets and loops, local red sandstone was used.    

 

As you stand outside the main entrance door you can see above you the 

shutes of the machicolations, down which missiles could be launched to 

target any attackers who reached the main entrance; or water emptied on 

fires lit there to burn down the door. This is a typical feature of a 

traditional medieval fortification. 

 

The ground floor 

Immediately inside the door, steps descend into the gun battery. In the 

19th century, a wall just to the right was taken down to make an access 

through to the main stair, but this has now been built up again to recreate 

the original plan. Further partitions divided the battery into a kitchen and 

pantry, and a new floor had been laid at a substantially lower level than 

its earliest predecessor. With the removal of these, the ground floor as a 

whole has now returned as nearly as possible to its 16th century 

appearance. 

 

One small section of the original bedrock floor was found at the foot of 

the newel stair. The new floor, of random slate and lime mortar, is 

therefore similar to the earliest floor surface. From the stair it slopes to 

the opposite corner, for drainage; and it is very nearly level with the cills 

of the gun embrasures. The reason for this is that heavy guns at this 

period were mounted on timber beds, like sledges, rather than being 

raised on carriages with wheels: the whole gun, bed and all, had to be 

able to slide forward right into the embrasure. 

 

An interesting detail at Kingswear is the timber plate that was found to 

run through the cills of the gun embrasures. On the ground floor this had 

almost entirely rotted away, leaving only an empty channel that has now 
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been filled in to allow water to drain away more efficiently. However, it 

can be seen almost intact on the first floor. In the centre of each 

embrasure is a central socket, for a pin, and it seems that these acted in 

conjunction with an upright element in the bed of a breech-loading gun to 

limit recoil.  

 

The rectangular gun ports themselves, very similar in design to those at 

Dartmouth, were a great advance on anything that had gone before.  

Combined with the internal splay of the embrasure, they gave a far wider 

field of fire than the medieval loop, and thus for the first time allowed the 

mounting of large guns inside the tower, rather than on the roof, as had 

necessarily been the case until then. The new castle was an actively 

offensive weapon, rather than an object for defence. 

 

The gun ports, nine in all, effectively covered the whole river, from the 

straits at its mouth, right around to Dartmouth Castle itself. When not in 

use they were sealed with shutters. Three old 17th or 18th-century 

shutters survive and have been repaired. New oak shutters for the 

remaining openings were made to the same pattern, fastened by a chain 

and cleat. 

 

Above the gun embrasures are regularly-spaced holes that run right 

through the wall, the purpose of which is unclear. They do not seem to 

relate specifically to each individual embrasure. They may have been 

smoke vents (though these do not occur elsewhere before 1540), or just 

possibly spyholes. In the east wall is an embrasure that might have 

served as a magazine for use during combat, or for more mundane 

storage. It has a flue running out of it, so it possibly doubled as a smoke 

vent. In the north wall is a fireplace, now blocked, but also apparently 

original.   
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The ceiling, which had been lowered, with the floor, in the Seale Hayne 

restoration, is once again at the correct height; oak beams supporting the 

new first floor rest in the original Tudor pockets. 

 

The round tower 

At the foot of the main stair, a narrow passage leads to the small round 

tower. For some time the purpose of this tower puzzled the experts, who 

thought that the walls seemed earlier than 1855, and suggested that it 

might have been a magazine – a very large and damp one if so. It is now 

certain, from the fact that it does not appear in any illustration before 

1855, that it is entirely Victorian. Thomas Lidstone, Seale Hayne’s 

builder, was simply very good at copying the earlier work, particularly in 

the passage, which is roofed in stone slabs like the gun embrasures.   

 

The heraldic corbels supporting the ribs of the vault in the circular 

bedroom bear the arms and crests of the Seale and Hayne families. The 

fireplace, again, is an example of Lidstone’s skill at working in a 

traditional manner; the surround has all the appearance of the 17th 

century, and were it not carefully fitted to the curve of the wall, could be 

mistaken for a work of that date, reused from another building. 

 

The stairs 

It was thought at first that the staircase had been altered, because at the 

top, steps and newel post are from a single piece of stone, while lower 

down the steps are of rubble masonry, and the newel post shows the 

stumps of other steps, cut off. Then, when taking away concrete steps 

leading up from the ground floor, the bottom of the spiral was found, 

running right down to ground level, and built well into the castle wall.  It 

seems that the stair has always been as it is now, and indeed that any 

interference would result in its total collapse.  The stone for the newel 

may have been reused from another building.   
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The first floor 

The first floor contains a mixture of Tudor and Victorian work. It is likely 

that this was the guardroom, where the soldiers of the intended garrison 

would have spent most of their time, so that here there was also a 

fireplace, now with a Victorian surround.  

 

It has recently been discovered that the room contained other 

conveniences. The large window in the east wall was inserted earlier this 

century; before there was only a recess here, used as a wine store.  

When investigating the cill of this, the original seat and shute of a 

garderobe were found, with a small window beside it. 

 

In times of combat the room also served as a gun platform; the 

embrasures still have their timber plate, complete with sockets. The cill 

level is well above that of the floor, so that an anchor for the gun would 

have been an obvious advantage, even if there were trestles behind as 

well. It is likely that the guns used on this floor were smaller than those in 

the main battery.   

 

The upper openings would have been for siting, and for handguns. The 

floor is at its 16th-century level, but is laid with the 19th-century elm 

floorboards. The exposed beams of the ceiling are also Victorian, as is the 

door and the door surround, whose stones are worked in a different way 

to the earlier dressed stone details. 

 

The second floor 

This room demonstrates more than any other the well-chosen site of the 

castle, with its sweeping views of the river mouth and out to sea. It also 

contains least early detail, because it suffered most from the long period 

as a ruin, and consequently was more thoroughly altered in 1855. 
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This floor, like the two lower floors, was also equipped for combat. It has 

small loops on all sides from which handguns could be fired in close 

combat with an attacking ship, or a force on the landward side. On the 

south (front) and west sides, larger windows cut through the loops.  

These have all the appearance of being part of the 1855 restoration, but 

illustrations show that the openings existed before that: whether they are 

ports for the large, late 17th-century guns, or are the result of an 

unknown 18th-century phase of repair is uncertain. If they were gun 

ports, the guns would need to have been mounted on a platform. It may 

be that there was a time, in either century, when the castle was used as 

a look-out post for the port, a use for which this room is pre-eminently 

well-suited.  

 

In the 19th century the second floor was divided into bedrooms and 

dressing rooms, which have been removed. The plaster decoration in the 

centre of the ceiling is Victorian, as is the window joinery. 

 

The ceiling height in 1502 was substantially lower than it is now; the 

pocket for a beam supporting the first roof structure – level with the 

window heads – could be seen in the walls when the plaster was stripped 

off. The depressions in the wall below the ceiling were formerly openings; 

these appear to have related to the early roof structure.  

 

The roof 

The Tudor roof was at a substantially lower level than the present one.  

According to a survey of 1661 the roof was of timber, caulked with 

oakum and tar like the deck of a ship, as opposed to the more usual lead 

covering. It is possible that this was how it was when first built, by men 

who would have been more used to building boats than castles. Water 

ran off through openings at the base of the parapet, which acted like 

scuppers on a ship. The position of these can be seen high up in the walls 

on the second floor. It is likely that a new roof was put on in the late 
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17th century, but any traces of this were lost in the 1855 restoration. 

The Victorian roof was pitched, and was replaced by the existing 

platform. 

 

The parapet around the three seaward sides of the castle dates mainly 

from 1855, but at the back the higher parapet and the little turret are 

Tudor. The room in the turret was presumably for a look-out. In this rear 

wall are the sockets for a covered platform or ‘hoard’, which hung over 

the main wall walk, enabling soldiers to fire on a landward attacking 

force. The parapet, as at Dartmouth, is taller on this side to give extra 

protection from the hillside above. It is interesting to see the same detail 

repeated in West Blockhouse fort on Milford Haven, built in the 1850s, 

and also sited on a steep hillside. 

 

The blockhouse 

The concrete blockhouse, with its conning tower, was built in the 1940s, 

and is exactly as it was then, except for the door, which now enters the 

turret on the opposite side to the original entrance. Until 1987 it retained 

its bunks, but unfortunately these were removed by the previous owner. 
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Historical Background 
 

Introduction 

Several accounts have been written of the development of Dartmouth and 

its defences from the Middle Ages until the 20th century. A copy of the 

first, and chief, of these, by B.H. St. J. O’Neil, is contained in a separate 

album. This article, published by Archaeologia in 1936, contained the first 

analysis of the significance of Dartmouth Castle in the history of 

fortification, and although his conclusions on Kingswear itself have since 

been shown to be wrong, it stands as the leading work on the subject. A 

clear summary, benefiting from recent research and a wide knowledge, is 

contained in A.D. Saunders’ guide to Dartmouth Castle (1983), which 

should be read in conjunction with Austin C. Carpenter’s excellently-

illustrated booklet The Cannon of Dartmouth Castle (1984).  

 

Medieval Dartmouth  

The Corporation of Dartmouth that caused Kingswear Castle to be built 

was not the town council of a sleepy Devon fishing village. It was the 

ruling body of one of the major ports of what was, in the 14th century, 

the leading seafaring nation in Europe. Its members were rich and 

powerful, and their contact with continental ideas probably accounts for 

the pioneering design of the town’s castles. Chaucer’s Shipman in The 

Canterbury Tales, written about 1390, was a Dartmouth captain:  

 

.’..of his craft to rekene wel his tydes, 

His stremes, and his daungers hym bisides,  

His herberwe, and his moone, his lodemenage,  

There nas noon such from Hulle to Cartage. 

Hardy he was and wys to undertake; 

With many a tempest hadde his berd been shake 

He knew alle the havenes, as they were, 

Fro Gootland to the cape of Fynystere,  

And every cryke in Britaigne and in Spayne.’ 
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Dartmouth developed as a major port between the 12th century and 14th 

centuries, and in 1341 was incorporated as a borough. With the town’s 

steep slopes and poor communications, it was never ideal as a trading 

port, but Dartmouth’s value as a safe anchorage was already well 

established: Totnes, at the head of the river, had been an important 

trading centre since Saxon times. The safety of Dartmouth’s harbour also 

made it a suitable place for naval assemblies: in 1147 it was the 

rendezvous of the European fleet bound for the Second Crusade, and in 

1346 Dartmouth harboured 31 ships that took part in the siege of Calais.  

 

At around out the same time, the citizens of Dartmouth became 

conscious of a need to make some provision for defence, especially when 

Edward III was succeeded by Richard II in 1377, ushering in a period of 

national insecurity and fear of attack from France. In the 1380s the first 

fortification on the headland occupied by the present Dartmouth Castle 

was begun. In 1402 John Corp, a citizen of the town, was granted 

licence by the king to ‘crenellate a lodging of his by the entrance of the 

port.’ 

 

O’Neil mistakenly took this second fortification to be Kingswear, on the 

evidence of an error contained in a great map of the south coast, drawn 

up in 1540 on the order of Henry VIII, which shows a ruined tower on the 

site of the present Kingswear Castle. He took this as evidence that 

Kingswear was medieval, and in decay, identifying it with the building 

described in 1591 as the ‘old castle of Kingswear.’ However the old 

castle was, in fact, a building upriver of the existing castle, whose proper 

name was Godmerock, or Gomerock, which is thought to have existed in 

the 15th century, and to have fallen into ruin in the 17th. Confusingly it 

stood on the site of a tower shown in full fettle on the 1540 map.  

Whether Gomerock was also John Corp’s lodging, or whether this was 

another building entirely on the Dartmouth side of the river, has not been 

established. 
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These early defences proved ineffective against a large-scale attack by 

the French in 1404, when a force of 6,000 men avoided them entirely 

and landed in a bay further down the coast. This formidable force was 

repulsed but, according to the French, returned shortly afterwards and 

sacked the town of Dartmouth. It must have been assaults such as this 

that encouraged the town’s Corporation to obtain a chain that could be 

strung across the river, from the castle headland to a site below 

Gomerock. This was in place in the 1460s. 

 

Raids by French, or more particularly Breton, ships were a genuine and 

constant hazard for the harbours of the south-west (as were the raids of 

ships from Devon and Cornwall on ports in France). It was force of 

necessity, therefore, that brought about a sudden breakthrough in the 

design of fortifications, which occurred first of all in the strong tower at 

Dartmouth, begun in 1481, and then was copied elsewhere in the 

peninsular. 

 

Guns had been used in castles from the 14th century, but mounted either 

on the roof (if large) or fired through narrow keyhole-shaped loops, 

derived from arrow slits, if smaller. Either must have been more effective 

for their deterrent psychological effect than from any ability to hit the 

object aimed at, even when it could be clearly seen. 

 

The innovation at Dartmouth seems so obvious that with hindsight it is 

difficult to see why no one introduced it before: instead of a narrow slit, 

the gun port is a large rectangular opening, measuring some 2ft 6in 

(760mm) high and 2ft (610mm) wide. Combined with the internally-

splayed walls of the embrasure itself it was possible for guns of large 

calibre to be manoeuvred over a limited traverse, or field of fire. A.D. 

Saunders wrote of Dartmouth in a letter in 1987:   
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‘it is the first surviving example where large cannon were employed 

internally to provide a more effective gun tower.’   

 

The whole castle thus became a formidable weapon, which could prove 

at least an equal opponent to the fast-developing cannon power of ships.     

 

Who had the foresight to make this leap – from medieval methods of 

defence to the beginnings of artillery fortification – is now impossible to 

say. It has been suggested that the more advanced fortifications of 

Brittany served as an inspiration, and certainly ships from Dartmouth must 

have been uncomfortably aware of these. What is also certain is that 

Dartmouth Castle was a local initiative, begun by the Mayor and 

Corporation of the town, although the King (Edward IV) was quick to 

advantage of it, and to support them with an extra annual payment from 

the customs revenue. 

 

Tudor and Elizabethan Dartmouth  

In the reign of Henry VIII (1509-1547) there was an expansion of the 

navy and especially of foreign trade, which continued under his children.  

The explorations and adventures of Elizabethan seamen were amazing and 

numerous, and many of them began in the ports of the West Country – 

Plymouth (whence Drake sailed round the world), Bideford and 

Dartmouth. The stories of many of these expeditions were collected by 

Richard Hakluyt and published in The Principal Navigations, Voyages, 

Traffiques and Discoveries of the English Nation made by Sea or Overland 

to the remote and Farthest Distant Quarters of the Earth at any time 

within the compasses of these 1600 Yeares (1589). Hakluyt got the 

stories from whomsoever he could, and so one of the book’s many 

remarkable features is that it is a very early collection of extended pieces 

of writing in English by ordinary non-literary people like sailors and 

merchants. 
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One of the most interesting accounts in Hakluyt’s book is that which 

describes the attempts of John Davis (or Davys) of Dartmouth to discover 

a North-West passage to the Pacific. No such passage exists, so Davis’s 

failure was not his fault, but he discovered the strait that bears his name, 

entered Baffin Bay, and was one of the earliest Arctic explorers. Davis’s 

diary kept on the voyage was printed by Hakluyt, and was the original 

model of the log-book system. Ships’ record books have been kept in this 

way ever since. After further travels in the Far East, Davis was killed by 

pirates at Bintang, east of Singapore, in 1605.  

 

In the 16th century the importance of Totnes, further upriver and with 

easier access, increased while Dartmouth declined. Plymouth was also 

growing in importance, and under Sir Francis Drake and the Hawkinses 

(Sir John Hawkins and his son Sir Richard) became the great base of the 

royal fleets in the west of England. The Dart (including Totnes) sent nine 

ships to face the Armada in 1588, and the accounts survive for two of 

them, the Crescent and the Harte, fitted out by the merchants and 

inhabitants of the Dartmouth neighbourhood. The battle must have 

seemed very close, for on 28th August, Raleigh’s privateer1 the Roebuck 

towed the Spanish ship Nuestra Senora del Rosario into Dartmouth. 

 

In the early 17th century Dartmouth prospered with the profits of fishing 

off Newfoundland, discovered by the Elizabethan explorers. However, the 

Civil War dealt the trade a blow from which it never recovered. At its 

outbreak, Dartmouth declared for Parliament and hastily defended itself. 

In 1643, after a month’s siege, it was taken by Prince Maurice, who 

garrisoned it for the Royalists. It remained a Royalist stronghold for the 

next three years, although it was blockaded by sea. In January 1646 the 

town was besieged again and taken by the Parliamentarians, under the 

leadership of Sir Thomas Fairfax.  

                                                        
1 An armed ship that is privately owned and manned, commissioned by a 

government to fight or harass enemy ships. 
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John Davis’s log-book, (from Richard Hakluyt, The Principal Navigations, 

8 vols (London 1910) V, 318-31.  The book was first published in 1589.  
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Dartmouth – eighteenth century to the present day 

In The Worthies of Devon (1701), Rev. John Prince describes 

Dartmouth’s architecture along its waterfront:  

‘…the houses, as you pass on the water, seem pensil, and to hang 

along in rows, like gally-pots in an apothecary’s shop; for so high 

and steep is it, that you go from the lower to the higher part thereof 

by stairs.’  

 

In the century following Prince’s description Dartmouth’s fortunes 

depended on various trades, including that in port wine. This was 

especially so after 1750 with the invention of the cylindrical bottle, which 

enabled wine to be laid down and matured. This trade was dominated by 

the Newman family, for many years prominent citizens of Dartmouth. But 

the increasing size of sailing ships made Dartmouth, with its crosswinds, 

unsuitable as a big commercial port. The 18th century’s most 

distinguished Dartmouth resident was Thomas Newcomen (1663-1729). 

He invented, in around 1710, the first practical steam engine for pumping 

water. Used for pumping out tin mines, it paved the way for most of the 

industrial developments of the next hundred years.  

 

In the nineteenth century Dartmouth continued to have an important role 

as a naval port. In 1863 the naval ships Britannia and Hindostan – for 

training Royal Navy officers – were moored in the town’s harbour. In 

1905 a more permanent training base, the Britannia Royal Naval College, 

was built to designs by Sir Aston Webb on a site near Mount Boone. 

During the Second World War Dartmouth reverted to its old role as a safe 

haven and gathering point for warships; in June 1944 480 boats left the 

port for Normandy. Britannia College was targeted by bombing, and 

cadets were moved to Eaton Hall in Cheshire. Also affected by bombing 

was the ship building company of Philip & Son, just upriver from 

Dartmouth at Noss, which operated from 1858 until the late 1990s. 

When it closed at the end of the 20th century it was Dartmouth’s last 

industrial shipyard.   
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Kingswear Village 

The village of Kingswear existed from the Middle Ages, but although it 

shared the advantages of Dartmouth in terms of its harbour, and had 

better access to Exeter, it never prospered in the same way. Even when 

Seale Hayne brought the railway to it in 1864, Kingswear never achieved 

a more than local importance. Occasionally it received mention as a 

stopping place on the route to Dartmouth, because until the late 18th 

century the main road from Exeter ran to Kingswear and over the ferry 

(thus the village was on Leland’s itinerary, for example). However, by the 

first decade of the 19th century the main ferry was diverted to the north, 

avoiding Kingswear altogether. 

 

During the 19thh century, with a burgeoning interest in romantic settings, 

a few handsome villas were built. Among them was Brookhill, built about 

1820 for Arthur Howe Holdsworth M.P., hereditary governor of 

Dartmouth Castle. Unfortunately it slid off the cliff in a landslide soon 

afterwards, and Holdsworth was forced to rebuild higher up. The second 

house has been converted into flats. 

  

It was Holdsworth, too, who began to plant trees along the previously 

bare coastline of the river mouth, a lead followed by Seale Hayne, who 

encouraged other landowners to do likewise. The woods of maritime pine 

growing down to the water’s edge are today an important part of the 

estuary’s character and charm, but they are now over-mature, and very 

vulnerable to storm damage. 

 

As the railways opened up the west country for tourism, Kingswear had 

visitors too. The novelist George Macdonald holidayed there, for example. 

According to a directory of 1908, between 1851 and 1901 the 

population jumped from 315 to 815, but the village had only two 

telephone subscribers.  
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The writer comments  

‘The villas embowered in green foliage which help to constitute a 

charming picture when seen on approach from the sea bespeak 

Kingswear as a comfortable little community, and the circumstance 

of the Bishop of Ripon recently taking a house there gives the place 

a picturesque stability in the social world.’ 

 

In the Second World War the Royal Dart Hotel at Kingswear became 

H.M.S. Cicala for the duration, and Brookhill was occupied by the Free 

French Navy. The latter has ever since kept up associations with the area, 

and the village was visited by President Mitterand, an ex-officer of the 

Free French Navy, on a visit to England in 1984. 
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From F.C. Lewis, Scenery of the River Dart (1821), clearly showing 

Kingswear Castle. 
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Kingswear Castle 

 

Construction 

The grant of Edward IV to the Mayor and Corporation of Dartmouth in 

1481 read that in addition to completing in all haste the strong tower that 

they had begun, they were to ‘find a chain to stretch athwart the mouth 

of the haven from that tower to another tower there at all necessary 

times.’ The other tower may simply be the already-existing one at 

Gomerock, below which the chain was fixed. However it seems more 

likely that the intention from the start was to build a duplicate of the 

Dartmouth tower on the other bank of the river. The building of 

blockhouses in pairs was already a feature of the Fowey estuary, where 

two small towers were constructed in 1457; these too were linked by a 

defensive chain. Indeed, A.D. Saunders suggests that the new Dartmouth 

chain was one taken from Fowey in 1474. 

 

The building of Dartmouth Castle progressed only slowly throughout the 

1480s; it was not roofed until 1495. In 1490-1 the Corporation paid £40 

‘for a bulwark begun on the Kingswear side for the defence of the Port.’ 

Some authorities have taken this to mean the beginning of the 

construction of Kingswear Castle itself, and assumed that, like 

Dartmouth, it then progressed slowly over the next decade until 1501-2, 

when the next record of expenditure on it occurs. 

 

Local historians Percy Russell and Gladys Yorke, in their article Kingswear 

and Neighbourhood for the Transactions of the Devonshire Association 

Vol LXXXV (1953), argue convincingly against this. They note the fact 

that the Mayor’s accounts record in detail the expenditure on Dartmouth 

Castle over the following years, but that there is no further mention of 

work on the Kingswear side. They suggest that the work in 1490-1 was 

carried out on the coast below Gomerock, fulfilling the original intention 

to build the second tower at the other end of the chain. In support of this 
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they point to evidence of a platform cut out of the cliff, with beam-

pockets in its vertical face. They surmise that the site proved so awkward 

that work was discontinued, and when it began again, it was on an 

entirely new site. 

 

This is borne out by evidence in the castle itself, which shows no signs of 

a break in construction. The likelihood is, therefore, that once Dartmouth 

Castle had been completed and armed with guns, and the funds of the 

town had recovered from this expense, their thoughts turned again to the 

tower on the other side. The threat of raids from France had become 

more serious, too, when in 1491 the marriage between Charles VIII of 

France and Anne of Brittany had brought about the full union of the two.  

Howard Colvin in The History of the King’s Works points out that French 

ships could now sail from Breton ports, with the advantage of the 

prevailing wind to carry them straight to Devon. 

 

The likelihood is that the record of expenditure in 1501-2 marked the 

start and completion of Kingswear Castle in one continuous programme of 

work. The mayor’s account actually records a payment of £68 19s 0d to 

Thomas Smyth, Parson of Modely, for the work which he had supervised 

there during the previous two years (this work was itemised in a separate 

account book, now lost). Larger works were completed elsewhere in the 

following decades in the space of two years; and the sum is consistent 

with the likely expenditure on a straight-forward tower, with no 

outworks, as seems to have been the case. 

 

It may be surprising to us now to find a parson in charge of a military 

building, but this may not have been so at a time when any important 

town still had walls and gates, and defence was an ordinary part of life, 

especially on the coast. Nor was it unknown in the 16th century for a 

parson to be appointed as the equivalent of a quantity surveyor, 

overseeing the detail of expenditure on a building. Mark Girouard in 
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Robert Smythson and the Architecture of Elizabethan England (1966) 

says: 

‘…in many cases the duties of Comptroller were taken on by the 

employer’s bailiff or occasionally (as, at one stage, at Hardwick) by 

the local vicar, who was made responsible for organisation, co-

ordination and the payment of the workmen.’   

 

Such a move is understandable when a parson was likely to be one of the 

few numerate and literate men in a rural area.  

 

Russell and Yorke credit Thomas Smyth with choosing the site for the 

castle, but this is not known. The site is skilfully chosen, from a strategic 

point of view, and since the castle in all its details, from gun ports to 

parapet, is the twin of Dartmouth, there must have been a single and 

highly original designer behind both buildings. Whoever it was, they were 

well aware of the advantage having a tower in this advance position, 

looking out to sea. Such a tower would force any raiding ship over 

towards the probably-superior ordnance of Dartmouth, hidden from sight 

by the headland. 

 

Dartmouth was always the principal fortification, and was certainly more 

comfortably equipped for a garrison. It is unlikely that Kingswear was 

ever manned at all on a regular basis, except perhaps for a caretaker; 

inevitably it was the first to be abandoned when technological advances 

gathered pace in the 16th century. 

 

Further advances in artillery fortification 

The main gun platform at Kingswear, as at Dartmouth, was on the lowest 

floor, and its gun ports were similarly-designed for guns on wooden beds, 

rather than wheeled carriages. Like Dartmouth, it was probably provided 

with the type of cannon called a Murderer, along with 7-inch calibre, 

breech-loading Serpentynes (indicated by the restraining block in the 

embrasures). For guns of this type, even the slight internal splay of the  
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A section of B.L. MS Cotton Augustus Ii, showing the mouth of the Dart 

in 1540.  The map is inaccurate in depicting a mined tower on the site of 

Kingwear Castle, and one in good repair at the end of the harbour chain.  

The rock to which the end of the chain was fixed in times of danger can 

still be seen, below Gomerock. 
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Dartmouth castles allowed a reasonably good traverse: certainly far better 

than anything that had gone before. 

 

Within another fifty years, however, all that was to change, when Henry 

VIII instigated the first great period of development in English coastal 

fortification. Hitherto the defence of the coast had been largely a matter 

for local authorities, such as the Corporation of Dartmouth or a local 

magnate, acting under Royal approval. But from the beginning, Henry 

resolved that defence of the south coast should be undertaken on a 

national scale. This resolve was given greater urgency by the break with 

Rome in 1539, and consequent threat of Catholic invasion. It was then 

that he began the major programme of coastal defence that saw the 

construction of fortifications from Kent to Cornwall. 

 

In March 1539 a committee, later the Council of the West, was appointed 

to supervise the building of forts and blockhouses from Poole to 

Penzance. It was for this committee that the gigantic map of 1540 was 

prepared, with its confusing evidence on the defences of the port of 

Dartmouth. It is now in the British Library (Cotton MS. Augustus I.i.), and 

was intended to show the state of the new and old forts at that time.  

Unfortunately the map makers drew what had obviously been intended to 

be the new tower at the end of the harbour chain, opposite Dartmouth 

Castle. In the actual position of Kingswear Castle they drew a ruin (hence 

the confusion with Gomerock). The answer, in fact, must simply be that 

Gomerock does not feature at all: Kingswear is shown carrying out its job 

as pair to Dartmouth, but in the wrong place. The ruin, as Russell and 

Yorke suggest, must be the long-vanished Trinity Chapel, which was used 

both as a look-out post and a mark for seamen. 

 

By the time the Henrician forts were built, military architects were aware 

of developments abroad, especially in Italy. Their designs reflect 

knowledge of Renaissance fortifications, including round, polygonal or 
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more elaborate geometrical plans. The importance of showing only the 

minimum amount of wall to your enemy was also realised, so most 

Henrician forts are consequently low in height. Most important of all, 

military designers were coming to understand the practical advantage of 

mounting guns on wheeled carriages; the guns themselves were also 

becoming ever-more powerful. 

 

The adoption of wheeled carriages demanded a new look at gun ports, 

which led in turn to the introduction of a raised cill height, and an outer 

as well as an inner splay. The maximum possible field of fire was thereby 

allowed, while keeping the opening itself to a minimum. Once this 

development had been made, the Dartmouth batteries were so restrictive 

they became almost obsolete, and had to be adapted or abandoned.  

 

However, the fact remains that they were originally revolutionary. 

Without such pivotal buildings, speedily improved-upon but providing the 

cornerstone for future improvements, advances in military design would 

not have been made at all. J.R. Kenyon, in his fascinating study Early 

Artillery Fortifications in England and Wales: a Preliminary Survey and Re-

appraisal2, sums up the contribution of the unknown designer of 

Dartmouth by stating that, for all the medieval appearance of its two tall 

towers, ‘the importance of Dartmouth cannot be overemphasised.’ 

 

In and out of operation  

Cannon were a long-term investment, so the Corporation of Dartmouth 

was hardly likely to throw away their guns because a newer model was 

available for more up-to-date forts. Certainly they acquired more powerful 

guns whenever they could, and later lowered the floor of the battery in 

Dartmouth Castle so that guns on carriages could be used there, but they 

considered that what they already had was formidable enough. The Earl 

of Surrey, inspecting the harbour for Henry VIII in 1522, agreed. He 

                                                        
2 Archaeological Journal Vol. 138, 1981. 
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reported that he ‘never saw a goodlier haven after all our opinions’, 

before going on to describe the ‘blockhouse of stone’ at the entrance 

(Kingswear), the old castle on the same side (Gomerock), and another old 

castle on the other side, with another blockhouse and a chain ready to be 

laid (Dartmouth). 

 

However, the temptation must have been to gradually improve and adapt 

Dartmouth and to let Kingswear go, especially when Dartmouth’s guns 

became powerful enough to cover the whole width of the river. Some 

evidence was found in 1988 of an attempt to build up the cills of the 

embrasures at Kingswear as well, perhaps combined with a lowering of 

the floor, although evidence for this was destroyed in 1855. In general, 

however, the indications are that the castle had become disused by the 

end of the 16th century. 

 

In 1583, Sir John Gilbert (elder brother of Sir Humphrey and half-brother 

of Sir Walter Raleigh) declared that the castle needed ‘four pieces of 

ordnance royal.’ He recommended that these should be brass, ‘for the 

breath of the sea will consume quickly iron ordnance….’ The implication 

is that the castle had no other guns at the time, and it is unlikely that any 

was given, particularly of brass, which was expensive.   

 

More conclusive evidence for Kingswear’s abandonment is provided in 

1599. A declaration survives in the Elizabethan Calendar of State Papers 

of a captured Spanish spy, Hortensio Spinola. He was sent to examine 

and report back in detail on the defences and navigability of the major 

ports of the English south coast. His description of Dartmouth states, for 

example, that the port was large enough for 600 vessels, that there were 

generally 30 vessels of merchandise or war in the port, that the depth at 

low tide was five yards, and that the people were warlike, and ‘constantly 

at sea with vessels to attack the Spaniards and other enemies.’ Naturally 

he also describes the fortifications, including the number of guns mounted 
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in each one and the size of garrison, but there is no mention of 

Kingswear. Only the bastions and castle on the west shore (including 

Dartmouth) are listed. Kingswear appears to have been without armament 

at that time. The building still existed, however, to be called on in times 

of emergency. 

 

Seventeenth century rearmament 

During the war with France in the 1620s, additional earthwork 

fortifications were made at Dartmouth to defend the town from attack 

from the countryside, and the chain was repaired. New guns, sakers and 

demi-culverin3 were sent, but there is no record of where they were 

mounted.  

 

Clearer evidence for the repair and renewal of existing fortifications, 

including Kingswear, comes with the Civil War. In 1654 the Corporation 

of Dartmouth prepared a detailed account of its expenditure on fortifying 

the town in 1642, probably in the hope that the Protector’s government 

would reimburse them. The total figure was £9,873; among the items 

listed was ‘paid 4 deales for dores for Kingsweare Castle 4s Od.’ 

 

Russell and Yorke suggest that since the Royalists apparently did not 

have access to Kingswear Castle after they captured the town, it was 

possible that ‘the retreating Parliamentarians burnt or blew up Gomerock 

and Kingswear Castles.’ There was a fire at Kingswear, and it might well 

have been at this time. However, it is also evident that the stronghold, 

even if previously abandoned, was brought back into service. 

 

At the Restoration in 1660 the arrangements for the Dartmouth defences 

were put on a new footing. A governor appointed by the King now took 

charge of the castles, removing the burden of their upkeep from the   

                                                        
3 A culverin with a bore of about 4½ inches (11cm) and firing a shot of about 10 pounds 

(5kg). 
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Corporation, which had been responsible for them until the Civil War. A 

round of repairs and rearmament seems to have been carried out on all 

the defences, including Kingswear, no doubt because of the threat of an 

invasion by the Dutch. 

 

The first act of the Crown was to commission Sir Edward Sherburne, 

Clerk of the Ordnance, to carry out a survey of the ‘Romaynes of all ye 

Ordnance Armes Ammunition & all other Habbilliaments of War togoather 

with the Particular Deforts of Carriages, Platforms, ffortifications, 

Storehouses, Courts of Guards, Centinel Houses and all other Buildings’, 

belonging to the castles of the western district. He made his report in 

1661, and at ‘Kings Weare Castle’ found: 

 

Iron Ordnance   Saker: 4.   1po: 18   pest. 

Inserviceable       2po: 18     ‘ 

Burnt with ye ffire       3po: 18     ‘ 

        viz.      4po: 18     ‘ 

      Mynion cutt    1po: 7    pest. 

  

Buildings and reparacons To make a new Coveringe of Tymbor and 

Planck above ye Plattforme of this Castle 

wch was formerly Calked Tyte wth 

oakham and tarr to keepe out ye 

Weather, but to bee Covered now wth 

Lead would bee much more Serviceable 

and Secure, (this togoather wth ye 

Plattforme and all ye Tymber worke in ye 

Castle beeinge burnt by ffire whch is 

alledged happonndd by accident.) 

 

There is likewise wanting att this Castle 

396 foote of Stone plattforme to bee well 

Joynted & close layed togoather. 

 

This important document tells us a number of things. Firstly it bears out 

Russell and Yorke’s theory that Kingswear was burned by the retreating 

Parliamentarians during the Civil War. Secondly it provides the interesting 

detail of the timber roof ‘deck’, which Sherburne suggests should be 

covered with lead, protected by a covering or staging of ‘timber and  
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Charles II’s first act after the Restoration was to order a survey of 

Britain’s fortifications.  Sir Edward Sherburne submitted his report (above) 

in 1661.  
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plank.’ Lastly and most significantly it tells us that when the building was 

rearmed for the Civil War, the ‘platform’ was at the top of the building, 

probably actually on the roof. This was the natural consequence of the 

development of the gun-carriage: even with the cill height modified, the 

embrasures of the original ground floor battery would still have been 

unusable for a carriage-mounted gun of any size (although Sherburne is 

apparently suggesting that new stone paving be laid there, the old 

bedrock by then being presumably worn and uneven). Even the 

embrasures on the first floor, which at least had the advantage of a 

viewing window above, would have been extremely awkward for all but 

small cannon. As in the early days of artillery in the 15th century, the 

only answer was to mount the larger guns on the roof.  

 

Geoffrey Parnell of English Heritage, in a letter written in 1988, had some 

interesting comments on the guns themselves: 

‘Sakers were c.10ft long with a small bore; the description ‘1 po. 18 

pest’ I interpret as meaning ‘1 poiz 18lb per estimate’ which strongly 

suggests that Sherburne was weighing the guns. I feel sure that the 

sakers, which by now would have been old-fashioned, were 

mounted on the roof of the castle. The fact that the carriages are 

not mentioned suggests that they were consumed in the fire that 

gutted the building. The only other piece mentioned, the ‘Mynion 

cutt’ refers to a much smaller weapon, c.3½-pounder, with a cut 

down barrel which doubtless was located on one of the lower floors 

where it could have been employed as an anti personnel device to 

‘spray’ would-be attackers with small shot.’ 

 

It seems very likely that the repairs suggested by Sherburne were carried 

out, since a number of documentary references imply that Kingswear was 

in active use in the second half of the 17th century. Certainly in 1667 the 

Dutch fleet held back from attacking the English straits fleet, because the 

latter were so securely ensconced in Dartmouth Haven. In July of that 

year, it was reported to the King that ‘the Earl of Bath and Sir Thomas 

Allin have returned leaving Dartmouth well fortified, having planted 160  
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The entry for Kingswear Castle in the 1661 survey. 
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guns upon the quays etc. The Dutch fleet are supposed to have quitted 

the coast.’ The likelihood is that some among this great array of weapons 

were mounted on Kingswear.  

 

The commissions in 1662 and 1677 of a new ‘captain and governor of 

the castles and blockhouses in the town and port of Dartmouth’ show the 

monarch-appointed governor to have been provided with: 

‘one sergeant, one gunner, one matrosse [seaman], eighteen soldiers 

and one boatman as the constant garrison thereof, with power to 

draw into the said castles and blockhouses such soldiers of the 

trained bands of the said town, as he shall see cause....’ (quote from 

where?) 

 

Since other evidence indicates that the harbour chain was no longer 

usable, the boatman must principally have been employed to row the 

governor or his sergeant across to Kingswear on occasional visits of 

inspection. 

 

Prince in The Worthies of Devon (1701) describes the port as he knew it, 

giving further evidence of Kingswear’s continued employment: 

‘the mouth of the river ... is well guarded with two Castles and 

munitions standing on the opposite banks thereof. Heretofore was 

also a chain which reached from one side to the other, which in time 

of war was wont to be set up to prevent any invasion of the enemy.’ 

 

Abandoned altogether  

To a more military eye, these defences did not amount to much. In 1703, 

a complaint came from the Corporation that the castles and platforms at 

the mouth of the river had been neglected since peace had been 

concluded with France. The situation deteriorated thereafter. The next 

time we hear of Kingswear Castle is in another survey of the coastal 

defences of the South West, carried out by Colonel Christian Lilly, ‘one of 

His Majesty’s Ingeniers’, in 1717. His report on the defences of the port 

as a whole was damning in the extreme, listing only one serviceable 

carriage among 58 guns of all sorts and sizes. Of Kingswear he noted: 
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‘On the East side of the Harbour’s mouth Stands an Old ruined 

Square Tower called Kings Ward Castle, having a Platform with five 

guns on top, which are all mounted on Unserviceable carriages, and 

the Tower itself is useless and Irrepairable.’ 

 

Of the five guns in Kingswear, one was of 12 pound ball, two of 9 and 

two of 8 pound ball. The first was 8ft 9in long, the next two 10ft and 9ft 

long respectively, and the last two 7ft 6in and 9ft long. The diameter of 

the touch holes were 15in 27; 11in 14; 12in 9; 12in 9. He notes: ‘These 

are 5 Service-able Gunns, Standing on the Top of Kingsward Castle, on 

Old Rotten Ship Carriages.’ A further note adds: ‘Rose and C Crown.’  

 

These guns must all date from the rearming of Kingswear Castle after 

Sherburne’s report of 1661. The two 9-pounders at least, in the opinion 

of Geoffrey Parnell, date from the late 17th century. From the fact that 

they are mounted on the roof, we can assume that the platform had been 

renewed, presumably with a lead covering as recommended by 

Sherburne. 

 

Later surveys make no reference to the castle, and it seems reasonable to 

conclude that it was abandoned and derelict. On 5 September 1817 the 

Board of Ordnance ordered the disarmament of a great many redundant 

and old-fashioned batteries in the Western District. There is no mention of 

Kingswear, but Dartmouth lost twelve guns from various batteries. It was 

probably in some similar rationalisation during the previous century that 

Kingswear was finally disarmed for good.  

 

In 1988, two guns matching Colonel Lilly’s descriptions were seen on the 

seabed below the castle. It would not have been the first time that 

redundant guns were simply consigned to the waves. 
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Kingswear Castle in prints from Scenery of the River Dart by 

F.C. Lewis (1821) 
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The Rt. Hon. Charles Seale-Hayne (1833-1903) 
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Rescue and repair – the Seale Hayne restoration 

Several early 19th-century prints and watercolours show Kingswear in an 

abandoned state, with its parapet collapsing. In 1855 the castle was 

acquired by Charles Hayne Seale Hayne, who restored and extended it, 

and turned it into a private home.  

 

Seale Hayne was born in Brighton, on 22 October 1833. His father, born 

Charles Hayne Seale, was the younger son of Sir John Seale, 1st Bt., 

M.P. for Dartmouth, and a descendant of the Seale family of Mount 

Boone in Dartmouth, who owned much of the town. When still at Eton, 

Charles Hayne Seale (senior) inherited a fortune from his great-uncle, 

Charles Hayne, on condition that he adopted Hayne as his surname. 

Renamed Charles Hayne Seale Hayne, he married Louisa, daughter of 

Richard Jennings of Portland Place, and died in 1841, when his son 

Charles (junior, the restorer of Kingswear) was only eight. 

 

Seale Hayne, educated at Eton, was a rich orphan of 22 when he began 

to convert Kingswear Castle in 1855. He had also inherited Fuge House, 

his father’s house in Dartmouth, and later on Pitt House at Chudleigh 

Knighton, so Kingswear was only ever used in summer.   
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Pitt House, Chudleigh Knighton, near Newton Abbot, home 

of Charles Seale-Hayne, and enlarged by him (from a 

photograph in (F.J. Snell) Devonshire Historical, Descriptive, 

Biographical (Mate’s Country Series), 1907 

Pitt House today 
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The design of the interior, and of the additions, may be attributed to a 

local architect/builder, Thomas Lidstone, on the authority of Kelly’s 

Directory, which comments: 

‘Farther out towards the Channel is another fort, or blockhouse, 

which, until very recently, was filled with rubbish; in 1856, it was 

fitted up with great care, under the superintendence of Mr Thomas 

Lidstone, jnr, as a summer residence for the owner, Charles Seale 

Hayne Esq.’ 

 

 

Lidstone’s firm had an elaborate advertisement in this same directory. 

Thomas Lidstone, whose father was also an architect, was the restorer of 

Newcomen Lodge, Ridge Hill, Dartmouth (1868); architect of the Board 

School, Higher St, Dartmouth (1873-4) and of Waddeton Court, Torquay 

(1868-9), to which was attached a private chapel. He also designed or 

restored a number of other churches and parsonages in Devon. The work 

at Newcomen Lodge involved the rebuilding of a half-timbered house, and 

in White’s Devonshire Directory (1878) it is recorded: 

‘The principal portions of [the house were]...obtained by Mr T. 

Lidstone, a local architect, from the residence of Mr Thomas 

Newcomen, the inventor of the atmospheric steam engine. Mr 

Lidstone has preserved the fireplace at which the inventor is said 

first to have satisfied himself of the power of steam by experiments 

with his kettle.’ 

 

John Evidently Lidstone was a pioneer of sympathetic restoration.  
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Seale Hayne was called to the Bar in 1857, but never practiced. In 1885 

he was elected M.P. for the Ashburton district of Devon, a seat which he 

retained until his death. In 1892 he was paymaster-general in Gladstone’s 

fourth administration, and was made a privy councillor. He held office 

until the defeat of the government in 1896. It was owing to Seale 

Hayne’s efforts that the South Devon railway was extended to Kingswear 

in 1864 (the descent being too precipitous on the Dartmouth side). At 

Kingswear station a boat took passengers across to Dartmouth, which 

was the only train station in England never to have a railway track leading 

to it. Seale Hayne also erected the 80ft column on Down End as a 

daymark for shipping. In about 1889 he came into possession of Pitt 

House, Chudleigh Knighton, which was left to him by Robert Pulsford, a 

relative of his mother’s who had been M.P. for Hereford.  

 

Seale Hayne died a bachelor at his London house in Upper Belgrave Street 

on 21 November 1903, aged seventy, and left the bulk of his fortune, to 

the indignant fury of some of his relations, to establish and endow ‘a 

college, to be erected in the neighbourhood of Newton Abbot, 

Devonshire, for the technical education of artisans and others, without 

distinction of creed.’ The Trustees received over £90,000, some of which 

came from the sale of his notable art collection, including works by 

Hogarth, Gainsborough, Turner, Bellini, Raphael, Titian, Velasquez, 

Canaletto and Guardi, and a Virgin and Child by Leonardo da Vinci. His 

publications included Politics for Working-men; Farmers and Landlords; 

and Annals of the Militia, Being the Records of the South Devon Regiment 

(Plymouth, 1873). 
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The quartered Arms and Crests of Charles Seale-Hayne 

 

Kingswear Castle, which was also left to the Newton Abbot College 

trustees, was sold to the Rev. Harold Burton for £1,200. He lived there 

for about twenty years, but by the mid 1920s the castle had passed into 

the hands of Major L. Wright, T.D. It was Wright who turned Seale 

Hayne’s wine cupboard on the first floor into a window, and added the 

concrete bathroom block below the round tower.   

 

During the Second World War the castle was occupied by the Marines.  

Thereafter it remained empty, and in the 1950s Mrs Wright, now a 

widow, put it up for sale, but without immediate results. Finally, in 1957, 

it was bought by Mr (later Sir) Frederic Bennett, M.P. for Torquay, who 

repaired it as his constituency residence, much to the interest of the local 

press. He put it up for sale after his retirement as an M.P. and it was 

bought by the Landmark Trust in 1987, after long and complicated 

negotiations. 
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Working out the history of Kingswear Castle has been very much a joint 

effort:   

 

Charlotte Lennox-Boyd did the initial research and wrote a preliminary 

account; Peter Bird, the architect, and Paul Quinn, of St. Cuthbert’s 

Builders, noted, recorded, and helped piece together the evidence 

provided by the building itself. Andrew Saunders and Geoffrey Parnell, of 

English Heritage, contributed their knowledge of Tudor fortifications and 

artillery. Colin Carpenter and Francis Kelly (also of English Heritage) have 

shown us Dartmouth Castle, and the former has demonstrated the loading 

(but sadly not the firing) of the breech-loading bed-stock gun there, which 

he made himself. David Sumpster (formerly of English Heritage) and Nigel 

Fradgley of the Royal Commission on the Historical Monuments of 

England have contributed further ideas. It is thanks to them all that I have 

been able to write this account. 

 

Charlotte Haslam, 1990. 
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Unfortunately in his letter M. Guillois has confused Kingswear Castle with 

Brookhill, where the officers of the Free French Navy were stationed.  No 

doubt there was much to-ing and fro-ing between them and the marines 

in the castle, however.  The torpedo station survivies below Kingswear 

Court. 
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From The Cannon of Dartmouth Castle by Austin C. Carpenter.  

Kingswear was designed for guns similar to this. 
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Gun found on sea bed below the Castle 
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This watercolour, discovered while work was in progress, finally killed off 

the theory that the round tower pre-dated 1855. 
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An illustration from Austin C. Carpenter’s The Cannon of Pendennis and 

St Mawes Castles, Cornwall.  Similar ad hoc combinations of guns and 

carriages would have been found at Dartmouth and Kingswear Castles in 

the late 16th and  early 17th centuries. 
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Before Seale Hayne’s restoration, above (a lithograph in Exeter Local 

Studies Library) and after his restoration, below (undated drawing, 

early 20th-century, from Patterson Sketches, Devon Record Office) 
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Photograph in the National Monuments Record, of about 1930. The large 

window on the first floor has not yet been formed. 
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Western Morning News (21 April 1959)  
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Western Morning News (4 October 1954) 
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Western Morning News (12 April 1957)  
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Kingswear pre-restoration in 1987 
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Cement had been smeared over the walls of the castle 
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The Round Tower 
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The ground floor – east side 
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The ground floor – west side 
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The first floor 
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The second floor – east side 
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Second floor – west side & bathroom 
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Shower room at top of 

newel stair 

Second floor 
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The Round Bedroom 

The Blockhouse 
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One of the timber plates discovered in the cills of the gun embrasures.  
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Restoration of Kingswear Castle 

 

There have been two main themes running through the restoration of 

Kingswear Castle, in addition to the straightforward one of its structural 

repair. The first of these has been archaeological: the discovery of details 

of its original construction and use as a fortification, and subsequent 

alteration. The second has been the reconciling of the Tudor fortification 

with the Victorian bachelor’s residence, in such a way as to leave both 

clearly visible, as the two most important phases in the building’s history.  

 

Elements of discovery continued well into the building work, but most of 

the investigation was carried out in the first few months. As concrete 

floors, damp plaster and cement mortar were chipped away, the walls of 

the castle began to tell their secrets, and the removal of partitions 

revealed the rooms in their earliest form. Most of this inferior work had 

been carried out in the last fifty years, and in some cases was actively 

causing damage: the cement smeared over the external walls was 

exacerbating the inevitable problem of damp, for instance, by preventing 

the walls from ever drying out. 

 

At the same time, research was being carried out, both into the history of 

Kingswear Castle itself and into the design of contemporary fortifications. 

Trips were made to Dartmouth Castle, and other historians and experts 

consulted. Opinions formed, and then changed in the light of new 

evidence; aspects of the castle’s design, such as the unusual form of its 

first timber roof, and the timber plates in the gun embrasures, caused 

much discussion and debate, as different theories were put forward. The 

round tower went from being Victorian to Tudor, and back to Victorian 

again. 
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Kingswear Castle as it appeared to the outside world during the building 

works. 
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Out of all this the scheme for the restoration of the building, and its use 

as a Landmark, gradually developed. Inevitably, there were conflicts of 

approach and of philosophy. English Heritage felt so strongly against our 

proposal to take down all the partitions on the second floor, especially 

those of the bathroom which occupied nearly a quarter of it, and the then 

necessary re-siting of the bathroom against the rear parapet of the roof, 

that they made it a condition of their grant offer for the repairs that we 

did not put this into effect. We felt equally strongly that this upper room, 

particularly, with its exceptional, sweeping view of the river, should be 

left uncluttered by later subdivisions; and that in its new location the 

bathroom would simply disappear into the background. And so the grant 

was forfeited. 

 

Achieving a balance between the two aspects of the building’s 

personality – the Tudor fort and the Victorian bachelor’s residence – 

turned out to be relatively easy. The round tower, of course, is undiluted 

Seale Hayne. On the ground floor, which had been altered in the 1950s, it 

became clear that the Tudor gun battery should be given priority, and that 

the room should revert as closely as possible to its original state. On the 

first floor, both periods are present in a satisfactory mix, with Seale 

Hayne ceiling, door and fireplace, but Tudor garderobe and gunports, and 

the floor once more at its Tudor level. The second floor had been most 

altered, retaining least original detail: while the undivided plan and the gun 

loops are Tudor, the window openings themselves are of unknown date, 

and the window joinery, including the shutters, is Victorian, as is the 

plaster decoration on the ceiling. On the roof, there is once again a 

platform from which to survey the surrounding scene, while the lean-to 

bathroom evokes the timber shelter that once stood against this wall. 

 

Before any of this could be realised, and the refinements of finishes be 

arrived at, there was a lot of structural work to be done: the Victorian 

pitched roof, for example, was decayed and leaking badly, and had to be  
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The birdcage scaffold for the shutterings of the new cast concrete roof 

structure. 

 

 
 

The new roof, with its upstand beams, or ridges. 
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renewed; much of the parapet was rebuilt; considerable amounts of new 

joinery was needed. Because of the amount of work, and the awkward 

site, two different building teams were employed for interior and exterior 

works, so that both could run concurrently, and finish more quickly.  

Exeter Cathedral Stonemasons worked on the outside, and St. Cuthbert 

Builders, who had already done the early stages of investigation, worked 

inside. A close eye was kept at all stages by the quantity surveyors from 

Bare, Leaning & Bare. 

 

Again because of the difficulty of working on such an exposed site, and 

the length of time the contract was expected to last, it was decided to 

buy and erect our own scaffolding, including a temporary roof and 

cladding. This provided shelter for the men, allowing work to continue 

through the winter, though it meant that for everyone else the castle 

disappeared from view for nearly two years. Special care was taken to 

rivet the scaffolding to the rock, in expectation of winter storms: the 

precautions paid off, because although the sheeting blew away several 

times, the most severe storm bent only one pole and the main structure 

remained entirely secure. 

 

Another unusual feature of the work was the giant slide that was 

constructed from the road above down to the castle. It was impossible to 

get a lorry down the drive, so all building materials were unloaded at the 

top, and made a direct descent to where they were needed. 

 

Work started with the roof. Because of the new bathroom, and because 

the roof was to be paved in stone, the structure was cast in concrete, to 

support the weight. Architect Peter Bird describes how this was done: 

The whole of the old roof was taken away and, to support the 

shuttering, a bird cage scaffold was erected, bearing on the heads of 

the walls at second floor level. A new concrete roof structure was 

then cast, designed with upstand beams [or ridges], and with a 

separating membrane between that part of the concrete roof which 
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supports the bathroom, and the remainder of the roof. The roof was 

designed in this way so that a waterproof lead deck could be laid 

over boarding, over ventilated voids between the upstand beams; 

the upstand beams themselves then support the 3’ thick Forest of 

Dean stone flags, which are all butt jointed and pointed.  This has 

produced a stone roof that looks and sounds solid, as if it were built 

on a vault. 

 

Other external works are also described by the architect: 

The roof of the round tower was also renewed. When we first came 

to the castle, the round tower had no proper roof; the top surface of 

the vault within the round tower was exposed, and painted with 

black bituminous paint, which had resulted in severe leaks and some 

damage to the stonework of the vault itself. A new timber structure 

was built over the vault, spanning clear of the vault crown, so as to 

avoid imposing any further load upon it, and covered with copper, 

with lead gutters. 

 

The crumbling parapets of the stair turret, and of parts of the main 

parapets, were taken down and rebuilt in lime mortar. Cement had been 

smeared around the external walls of the castle, and this was cut out and 

removed, often revealing the original building mortar in good, sound 

condition. Some care was taken to match the new pointing with the 

original in terms of both colour and texture, producing a white joint which 

would avoid a patchwork effect when the work was finished. Stone was 

only re-pointed where the original mortar had decayed. A different mortar 

mix was made for work on the Victorian building; here the builders had 

used a slightly different and yellower mortar, which was carefully 

matched. 

 

Meanwhile work progressed steadily inside the building. On the ground 

floor the partition dividing the room into a kitchen and pantry was taken 

down, and modern fittings and storm-proof brass windows were taken 

out. Under the modern concrete floor, a small area of the original floor 

was discovered during investigations at the base of the newel stair, itself 

hidden behind some modern concrete steps. From this, the level of the 

new floor was gauged, allowing for a fall to the gun embrasure in the 
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opposite corner. Infill material used to build up the cills of the gun 

embrasures was also removed, returning the cills to their correct level in 

relation to the floor. The paving is Lundy slate, uncovered during 

excavation work there, which is the closest material we could find to the 

original shaley bedrock (which was possibly also levelled with lime mortar 

in the hollows). 

 

The oak frames and shutters for the gunports were repaired, or if beyond 

repair, renewed to the same design. The system of closing them with 

chains, and for securing the chain, was devised. Just inside the entrance 

door, the opening leading directly to the spiral stair was blocked.  

Everyone who enters the building must now do what the men of the 

garrison did, and descend first of all into the gun battery before going to 

the upper floors. The entrance door itself was renewed, and the steps 

leading down into the battery altered slightly to make them less steep.  

Lastly, the walls were limewashed. 

 

The floor to the passage leading from the ground floor to the round tower 

was originally nearly 2ft lower than it is now, which meant descending 

some awkward steps, and then going up again into the bedroom at the 

end. Raising the floor level, and the roof, not only makes it easier to walk 

along, but also improves the appearance of the exterior, where the 

concrete roof and blockwork parapet have been replaced in stone; and 

there is still enough height to provide shelter against the sea, which in 

severe gales can break against the castle.   

 

Back in the main body of the castle, the immense oak beams, joists, and 

boards of the new first floor are visible from the ground floor. 

Investigation of the walls here revealed the original pockets for the 

bridging beams, about 8’ higher than the Victorian floor. The new beams 

are set in those same pockets. Because of their size, they had to be 

worked outside the building, before being manoeuvred into place. The 
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new oak boards are not, in fact, visible from within the first floor 

bedroom. To keep in some warmth, a layer of insulation was laid on top 

of them, and then the Victorian elm boards were relaid on top of that. 

The fireplace was provided with a new hearth, of Hollington stone, at the 

same time. 

 

The plaster had been stripped off the first floor walls some time ago, but 

traces of the old thin lime plaster were found, and this was matched as 

closely as possible, and then limewashed. The salt in the walls inevitably 

causes this to bubble; there is little that can be done about this.   

 

In 1987, the ceiling of the first floor was plasterboard, with boxed-in 

beams. When this was stripped away, Seale Hayne’s beams and boarded 

ceiling were revealed. The ends of the beams on the seaward side had 

rotted, and so have been secured with stainless steel plates. The boarding 

was in very poor condition so new boards have been fixed below, leaving 

only the beams visible. The central one has carved decoration, and the 

traces of a Latin inscription.      

 

In the east wall of the first floor room was a large window. We knew this 

had only been made after the Second World War; before that it had been 

a recess, used by Seale Hayne as a wine cupboard. The cill of this 

window had clearly been built up, and when this was investigated it was 

discovered that there had in fact been a garderobe here. Blocking the 

shute was the cill of a small window loop, which probably once lit the 

garderobe itself. The seat and flap have been reinstated, and a new oak 

door provided. 

 

The other windows had been glazed close to the inner face of the wall, 

which allowed seagulls to nest in the gun embrasures, making a lot of 

mess. The new oak windows have been set on the outer face, therefore.   
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Working the bridging teams for 

the new first floor. 

Fitting a new window on the 

first floor. 
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Glazed frames for the gun ports were set in the original rebates, and 

internal shutters provided, should visitors feel over-exposed.  

 

The timber plates, where they survive in the embrasures, have been 

covered with paste to moisten and preserve them, and bedded in lime 

mortar. Where the timber has rotted away completely, the channel where 

they were has been left recessed.  

 

On the second floor, as already described, the Victorian and modern 

partitions were stripped out to recreate a single space. The floor boards 

were re-laid and patched. The plaster decoration was moved to the centre 

of the room, and wall plaster damaged by archaeological investigations 

during the work was repaired. The scuppers, for draining the original roof, 

were blocked, but the plaster has been left recessed to mark their 

positions.  New leaded glass has been provided for the window loops. 

The door is Seale Hayne, as is the window joinery.   

 

At the top of the stairs, where a door now leads onto the roof, there is a 

bathroom. This is roofed in lead and hung with Delabole slates. It is also 

securely bolted to the concrete roof structure, to prevent it being blown 

away. In the small turret room, the seat, dado and hinged table were 

repaired, as was the flagpole. 

 

In the Blockhouse, little was done besides moving the door to face the 

castle, and blocking up a modern window on the landward side. The 

interior was limewashed, a shower and loo provided, the ladder secured, 

and the beds painted the same green as the original bunks. 

 

Outside the castle a new path was laid from the parking place, replacing a 

complicated web of existing paths. There is now better access to the 

garden, on a single level from where it branches off the main path. New 

trees were planted to replace those lost in the gale of January 1990. The 
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landscape setting of the restored castle is now very similar to that in 

which it was originally built, as shown in the many engravings dating 

from before the middle of the nineteenth century. 

 

 

 

 
 

During a storm in 1990, a massive tree blew down, blocking access to 

the Castle. Serious storm damage occurred again in February 2014 

(photos at the end of the album). 
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The aftermath of the 1990 storm. 
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Survey plans before restoration. 
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Kingswear Notes from visit 23.11.88 

Ground Floor 

Gun ports have been taken down to original level.  Two in south-west corner 

had  

been filled much more than others, using a brown mortar, and then limewashed.   

That in south-east corner is slightly lower than the others, which appear to have 

been  

on a gradient, sloping down to that corner (i.e. for drainage?) 

A fragment of hair plaster is caught on the corner of one of those in east wall. 

Running through base of the gun ports, and certainly on the south wall as a 

single piece, and therefore contemporary with the building, is a timber beam.  It 

is set about 18’ in and is roughly 1 foot deep.  In its centre is a hole, about 4’ - 

6’ in diameter. 

Above the gun ports on all three outer walls are pockets, about 6’ square.  They 

are regularly spaced, but do not relate in any obvious way to the individual gun 

ports. 

 

First Floor 

Wide oak boards have been lifted, to reveal narrow boarded floor beneath. 

Beam pockets for original floor have been opened out.  It is difficult to be precise 

about original floor level from them (within about 3’) because they have clearly 

been disturbed by the removal of the beams, and at their inner end the top is 

lower than at the outer face. 

The window surrounds have all been removed from the gun ports.  Those in 

North-west corner do not have rebates, as all the others do.  Running through 

the base of all those on the south wall (and west?) is a beam similar to that on 

the ground floor. 

Making a rough guess at the floor level, and looking at the sandstone newel, you 

would originally have stepped down into this room.   

 

Second Floor 

All partitions stripped out, and plaster off south wall.  At east and west ends  

of this can clearly see blocked loops.  Seem to be blocked using a mortar  
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containing some cement. The later, larger, openings were not necessarily 

splayed originally.  The central one, where the 1855 partition ran into it, runs 

out straight into the room.  In the top of this is part of what seems to be a beam 

pocket.  It lies about 8’ below the scuppers - therefore is about right for original 

roof.  More scuppers can be seen on east and west walls. On east wall, at about 

the level of the south windows, the wall is of very poor and rough rubble.  

Higher up, the masonry improves again (1855 rebuilding?). Beneath floor have 

uncovered some nicely chamfered joists of 1855 rebuild, set into the main 

beams (which are covered up in floor below).  Near the north wall  

is a section of hair plaster. 

 

Decisions 

 

Raising the floor to level of lowest gun port will not cause problems at entry  

to ground floor from main door. To raise the floor level on first floor to original 

(difficult to establish precisely) floor level would bring it roughly half a step 

higher than present landing on newel stair - i.e. only about four inches.  It is 

doubtful whether the benefits within the room itself (which will be much 

improved anyway by floor at same level as landing) are great enough to justify 

the raising of the door surround, and the alterations to the steps that would be 

necessary if you are not to step up into the room (Peter Bird is slightly 

concerned at how much interference the stair will take in any case). 

Inside the first floor room the removal of the window surrounds from the lower 

gun ports has made a great difference to the feel of the room, and it may be a 

pity to close these up again, even with removable shutters.  I suspect that 

anyone staying there would want them open. A decision will be needed soon on 

whether the outside is just to be repointed, or whether it should be limewashed - 

as there is evidence that it was originally. 
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Kingswear Notes from visit with Francis Kelly and Mr Carpenter  

21.12.88 

Ground Floor 

Floor level (bedrock) now shown to be level with, or fractionally lower than,  

gun ports. Both Mr Carpenter and Francis Kelly thought that the timber running 

through the gun ports was structural, and not connected with guns.   Occurs in 

other  

castles and in Tower of London.  A sort of ring beam - ??name for it used by Mr  

Kelly. Frames for shutters with bars more likely to be late 17th century, when  

basement no longer used for heavy guns - couldn’t fire between bars, even with  

smaller guns used then. 

 

Blocked openings above gunports must be smoke vents, although one that goes  

right through wall doesn’t slope upwards as would expect.  They show on front,  

south, side in 1886 photo in Dartmouth Castle however.  Mr Carpenter was  

surprised that they bothered with smoke vents in 1500 however.  

Query:  Why are gunports on west wall thought to be later - is it just because  

they are higher?  Detail of construction appear to be same as others. 

 

First Floor 

Embrasure - now window - in east wall an extra magazine - for use during  

combat. 

Timber ‘ring-beam’ again thought to be structural not functional - Mr Carpenter  

thought holes, as though for a pivot, probably a later attempt to see whether a  

swivel gun could be used here - but gunports don’t provide a wide enough field  

to make them effective. 

 

Top Floor/Roof 

Clearly all rebuilt above window level by Seale Hayne.  Messrs Kelly and  

Carpenter not convinced by theory that vents are scuppers.   

Large windows seem to be Seale Hayne from construction, but evidence of 

1853  

sketch against this - Seale Hayne could simply have rebuilt existing ones to  
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better standard?  No theories as to the date at which these replaced smaller 

loops. 

Kingswear Magazine (cont) 

 
Seems to be some doubt as to whether this could be original.  Is far larger  

than would be necessary - larger even than 19th-century magazine at  

?Dartmouth.  Mortar also seems similar to that of Seale Hayne work.  Francis  

Kelly doubted whether ferramenta in lower window were in fact ancient.  Mr  

Carpenter pointed out the similarity between it and the base of the round tower  

at Dartmouth, however. 

 

It would be useful to compare in detail with Dartmouth the construction of  

gunports, fireplaces, floors etc. - and the comparative sizes and splays of  

gunports - to see what changes were made in the slightly later building.   

Should also look at Bayard’s Cove, which is slightly later again. 
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We began to unpick the Castle… 
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In February 2014 a storm ran up the English Channel and within the 

space of a couple of hours had inundated two Landmark buildings, Fort 

Clonque on Alderney and Kingswear Castle. Both suffered similar degrees 

of damage caused by the huge waves and storm surge. The ground floor 

of Kingswear Castle was flooded and the surrounding land was eroded 

where the waves hit. We arrived the following morning to find sections of 

wall missing as well as erosion of the garden. 

 

 

 
 

Castellations were knocked down at Kingswear. 
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This dramatic picture appeared in the national press. 
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The waves breached the twin room. 


